Fueling Data Lineage
Deployments with AI

Data lineage is a requirement for regulatory compliance in nearly every major field – including
finance, healthcare, and insurance.
In the finance industry alone, companies spend an estimated USD 270 billion on compliancerelated costs each year.
Our technology can reduce the required staffing and resourcing by as much as 80% – with even
higher efficiency gains for data lineage maintenance.

What is the Accelerator?
The Accelerator is an artificial intelligence add-on that complements automated data lineage
toolsets and deployments. The integrated hybrid of graph networks and machine learning
algorithms utilize data lineage, metadata, and data metrics to automate IT system scanning.

How do I minimize my implementation costs?
The Accelerator tackles the time-consuming yet non-value added review, analysis and problemsolving steps in the automated scanning process. By handling the bulk of the manual processes,
the Accelerator reduces timelines, dependency on lineage analysts, input from subject-matter
experts, and scope creep.

I have strict deadlines. How can I ensure I meet them?
The Accelerator helps data lineage teams and business sponsors confidently assess and hit target
timelines by increasing the efficiency of the data lineage analysts and proactively identifying
potential issues.

How do I know the lineage is complete?
The Accelerator can scan the entire data lineage at the element level, identify and classify missing
sources, and recommend potential solutions.
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Is it easy to scale the solution?
By leveraging the power of artificial intelligence and machine learning, expansions in scope
translate into a marginal increase in effort.

How do I maintain the lineage over time?
The Accelerator can scan completed data lineage mappings, compare versions and highlight
areas of interest – ensuring long-term sustainability and accuracy.
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